
 

 

    
     

Welcome Guide

ELLA FARRELL WEDDINGS



Hello! 
Thank you for considering Ella Farrell Weddings to capture your 
wedding! We’d like to take a moment and congratulate you on your 
engagement and the exciting times ahead.  

When considering a wedding photographer, personality is as 
important as talent. We’ll be spending the entire day together. We’d 
love to have the opportunity to meet in person, get to know you 
both as a couple, and ensure that we’re a good fit. 

We are happy to provide full galleries of past weddings we have 
photographed so that you are able to gain a general sense of what 
to expect. We take an editorial, fine art approach to photographing 
weddings, mixing posed imagery with candid, emotional moments.  

We hope to work together soon! 

With Love, Ella Farrell 



Wedding Collections 
The Extra | 7000  

all day wedding coverage  
2 photographers 
12 x 12 30 page heirloom album 
2 duplicate 8 x 8 parent albums 
24 x 36 framed canvas wrap 
high resolution digital images delivered via online gallery 
complimentary engagement session + digital images 
 
The Works | 5500 

10 hours of wedding day coverage 
2 photographers 
12 x 12 20 page heirloom album 
16 x 24 framed canvas wrap 
high resolution digital images delivered via online gallery 
complimentary engagement session + digital images  

The Classic | 4700 

8 hours of wedding day coverage 
2 photographers 
10 x 10 20 page heirloom album 
high resolution digital images delivered via online gallery 
complimentary engagement session + digital images 

Simply Wed | 3900 

6 hours of wedding day coverage 
2 photographers 
high resolution digital images delivered via online gallery 
complimentary engagement session + digital images 

Collection only add ons* 
Hourly coverage | 300 

*this option is available to clients who have purchased a wedding collection. includes second photographer. 



A la Carte 
Hourly rate          400 
Additional photographer         100/hour 
Digital download of images        2000  
12 x 12 custom designed heirloom album*     75/page 
10 x 10 custom designed heirloom album*     50/page 
8 x 8 parent heirloom album       50/page 
Engagement session + images       850 

*20 page minimum 



Preferred Vendors 
There are so many talented wedding vendors out there and we know it 
can be overwhelming to narrow it down! We’ve included a list of vendors 
who we have personally worked with and who we truly love, trust, and 
admire! Vendors are listed in alphabetical order. 

Cake 
Lizzie’s Bakery 
Silver Whisk Bake Shop 

Calligraphy + Signage 
Sweetly Signed 
We’re Into It 

DJ + Lighting 
Elevated Pulse 

Florals 
Flair! Floral + Event Design 
Flowers by Donald Anthony 
Market Floral Studio 
Whitemoss & Twigs 

Formal Wear - Bridal 
Allegria Bridal 
Flair Boston 
L’elite Bridal 
Thistle Rose Bridal 

Formal Wear - Bridesmaid  
Bella Bridemaids  
Flair Boston 

Formal Wear - Menswear 
Christopher Cuozzo  

Hair  
Weddings by Kashmir 
Pretty Wife Beauty 
Verde Weddings 

Makeup  
Brittney Eileen Makeup 
Creative Contour by Carla 
Makeup by Sarah Lord 
Pretty Wife Beauty 
Stephanie Ward Makeup 
Verde Weddings 
Weddings by Kashmir 

Pet Coordination 
For the Love of Paws 

Stationery 
Sugarhouse Stationery 
We’re Into It 



Styling + Design 
Vintage Charm Event Design 

Videography 
Alex Cole Videography 
Focused Bliss  
New England Wedding Film 

Wedding Planners 
All Aboard Event Planning 
Jessica Hennessey Weddings 


